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ARSTRACT 

Space lnvestlgation Includes model11 
processes in 
experlmental 

ionospheric-magnetos eric 3 
and Initiation of natural 

plasma by active 
methods with artificial Influence as 8 s eclfic 

7 
art. For the first time we 

8r 
esent here the P 

f&n aln-effect by lithospheric @F 
ring the unique equator1 ionosphere 

posslbi ity of 
enomenon known as 

oceszes !F 
Anomalous influence of earthqu z 

be ore an earthquake. 
e pre aration processes wlth 

e IcF;er close to magnetic e uator on 
0 i! 
discu&ed 

II 
P atltudlnal distribution 

- F-region penetrat on frequencies and spread-F Is 
and considered by us as an anal0 e of an active 

experiment. Using Alouette-1 data it Is shown hat approximately P 
one day before the earthquake f,FZ dependence on magnetic 
latitude looks like a double-crest curve with mlnlmum close to 
epicenter. Simultaneously oblique and spread traces a eared at 
topside lono 

F 
ams. The effect is evident duri !F 

Such kind o. f,F2-dependence is unusual and n? 
even ng hours. 

s not observed 
during the preceding days, nor some days later. So, a possible 
reason for the observations might be connected with generation 
of an anomalous electric field near the epicenter during 
earthquake 
similar to Kr 

eparatlon stage, which lnltlates a phenomenon 
t e natural fountain-effect. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are no doubts of the existence of ionos heric earth uake 
recursors 

! he 
111. Now the quest ion is on rel -lab y !z B 

ionospheric parameter 
distlnguis lng 

recesses. 
r! 

varlatlons caused by lithospheric 

orec!ast 
The accuracy of the background ionospheric situation 

has become of great importance. Recent 
!! 

lobal 
lonospherlc models 1s evidently not sufficient for 
forecasting. Regional and local models are more a 

cart quake 
o late. The 

possibll.ity of the influence of the earth uake wit 
near equator) 

P 
reparation processes on R 

PrR" e lcenter 
t e main P low- atltude 

ionosphere necu iari t les 
discussed in the present 

- kquatorial anomaly and spread-y are 
paper. 

It is known that during 
Appleton anomaly, the 

the e uatorlal 
foF2 !I 

lonos 
atltudinal P 

eric anomaly, or 
d stribution has a 

(12)151 
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minimum near the magnetic uator 
“4 

and two crests dis laced 
20’-30’ to the north and sout from It. It Is considere Ip that 
this 1s due to the fountain-effect - plasma moving away from the 
F- region over the magnetic equator due to upward vertical drift 
in crossed E and B fields and its drift down along magnetic 
field lines to the crests positions /2/. All the peculiarities 
of the equatorial ionosphere are well known and presented, for 
instance, in /3/. Further we shall use a more reliable local 
~p;$;l ;f e ptorlal 

= ‘7 % 
qomaly characteristic for Huancayo (Q = 

W, I =+ 2 ) /3/ and study what Is the effect due to 
prepbatlon process of the earth uake with magnitude tM.8 which 
occurred on 13 Apr 1963 and whit had an epicenter situated 600 B 
km N-W of H~lancayo on foF2 and spread-F latitudinal dependence. 

IONQSPHERIC EFFECTS, ACCOMPANYING EARTHQUAKE PRXPARATION 
NEAR MAGNETIC EQUATOR 

The retrospective 
ionos heric 
lnves ! 

analysis of thJouet&?s ztftellite topside 
data /4/ form 

lgat ion. 
the present 

In Figure dependence of f,F2 on I - magnetic 
lncl lnatlon and Q - geo 
Apr, 1963 (for 11 Apr Z-i 

aphic latitude for 2, 9, 10, 12, 13 
ta are absent) for even1 

morning (b) hours are shown. The e lcenter 
P 

of cart quake Yl 
(a) and 

is 
marked by an arrow, and thick 1 ne under It relates to 
preparation zone, whose dimension is calculated using earthquake 
magnitude according to 151. It Is obvious that In morning 

. 
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Fig. The equatorial region in f,F2 for several. days before 
(1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9) and during (4, 8) the earth uake 
In a) evening hours (I-5) and 11) morning hours iii ( -9). 
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equatorial anomaly is not observed yet neither at the day of the 
earthquake, nor at previous days, as It is 

zz= 
cted: the anomaly 

is formed usually between 09 and 11 h IT exists 
whole day /3/. In evening it remains a oximately 

during the 

Pr 
till 22 h IT 

or up to mldnight and even longer, tll 03-04 h LT. 

The most 

ibEe: 
E&3 

onounced anomaly durin@; April was observed only once 

!r . :2 A’ 
but In the rest days of April it was practically 

!? 
1963 1s the exce tion 

R 
(curve 4 on F 

Yur 
e), when 

f,F2 looks 1 ke asymmetrical wit reference to magne lc equator 
curve with minimum f,F2 % 1.5 MHz at I s -2’ (cp E 12’S). f,F2(1) 
for this day for I > 0 (to the north from the magnetic equator) 
is similar to curve 2 Apr 1963, but it lies essentially lower 
like others to the south (ItO), its minimum is situated not far 
from earthquake epicenter. It Is obvious that the observed 
phenomenon Is unique, 
equinoxes the 

because according to the model near 

symmetrical about 
e uatorial ionospheric anomaly Is usually 
a, e ma$netlc equator (double-crest structure). 

Traces of F-spread of moderate (G) and al 
Y@ 

t (II) Intensity (in 
accordance with Alouette data quality tab e) were observed, as 
was e 

“p 
ected, during all eveni 

7 
However on 12 A 1963, when 

f,F2(1 curve shape greatly dl fired from the ot ers, extreme R” 
spread-F (;I) was noticed near its southern crest , and oblique 
traces with spreading (H) were observed near f,FZ(I) trough. 

DISCUSSION 

On the basis of all the above mentloned observations It is 
suggested that the unusual behavior of the f,F2(1) curve on 12 
Apr 1963 may be connected with earthquake 
can’ t exclude that increased magnetic PV 

e aratlon stage. One 
act vi y could also cause 

some modlf ications of curve 12 Apr 1963. Though the A 
P 

leton 
anomaly behavlor during; magnetic storms Is not clear ye 
rule during storms a trough above the equator fills in, a;ld&gthE 
anomaly therefore becomes less pronounced. Taking 
that during increased m etic 

aPn 
activity on 15 A 

into,e&cour& 

ef feet, similar to the ef ect observed on 12 A 
p’ 

1 & 
recorded and that spread-F ts weaker or 
during increased m etic Y- 

d sappears ‘g g! 

! 
“$” 

act. vlty, it Is possible with a lar 
degree of robabili y to connect the unusual sha e of curve 4 n 

!? 
!7e 

Figure wit the earthquake pre aration stage. I 
fact of earthquake P 

it Is so, the 

dimenslon of 
preparat on can be forecasted and the 

r 
eparatlon zone and time of future earthquake can 

;;ve;vima ely estimated. 

Ya 
te 

Undoubtedly It is necessary to 

making 
not one, but a mu1 titude of such examples, before 

lnal practical conclusions. 

As for the lnterpretatlon of the above mentioned 
is 

P 
roposed that the generation of anomalous eas ward electric !h 

enomenon , it 

fle. d above the epicenter of earthquake (together with Earth’s 
magnetic field at ionos eric 
ionospheric plasma upwar P 

level ) may cause the vertical 
drift from epicentral zone, like the 

fountain-effect. In the case when ‘the earth uake epicenter is 
displaced with reference to magnetic equator ! he possibility of 
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asymmetrlcal Ionospheric equatorial anomaly generation appears. 

CONCLUSION 

1. For the first time attention Is pay to the 
precursor’s anomaly existence In Ionosphere a ar 

? 
P 

ossibllity of 
from usually 

$ser$?dm selsmoionospheric precursor region. n our case there 

(F e). 
Yur 

Y? 
etlcally conjugate region or the northern crest 
his anomaly Is clearly localized. Its situation 1s 

def ned by natural fountain-effect processes and geometry. 

2. Taking into account that precursor crest a 
!zp 

ears at most 
favorable time for A pleton anomaly generat ion ( n evening) and 

P does not appear at orbldden time (In morning) one can suppose 
that precursor’s electric fields may be comparable wlth natural. 
It 1s quite possible that not only could the anomaly crest 
ap earance be trlggered by precursor during the forbidden time, 

! bu also crest disa 
because precursor * s T 

earance could occur during favorable time, 
‘ield can increase or decrease natural KEBBI 

drifts over earthquake preparation zone. 

3. So, the equatorial anomaly monltorl b lonosondes located 
W along corresponding L-shell gives a poss bl lty to localize the 

anomaly and then together with other precursors to use this 
effect as a sign of a forthcoming earthquake. 
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